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Abstract: It is quite challenging to control both quality and productivity of products produced
using injection molding process. Although many previous researchers have used different types of
optimisation approaches to obtain the best configuration of parameters setting to control the quality
of the molded part, optimisation approaches in maximising the performance of cooling channels to
enhance the process productivity by decreasing the mould cycle time remain lacking. In this study,
optimisation approaches namely Response Surface Methodology (RSM), Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and Glowworm Swarm Optimisation (GSO) were employed on front panel housing moulded using
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS). Each optimisation method was analysed for both straight
drilled and Milled Groove Square Shape (MGSS) conformal cooling channel moulds. Results from
experimental works showed that, the performance of MGSS conformal cooling channels could be
enhanced by employing the optimisation approach. Therefore, this research provides useful scientific
knowledge and an alternative solution for the plastic injection moulding industry to improve the
quality of moulded parts in terms of deformation using the proposed optimisation approaches in the
used of conformal cooling channels mould.

Keywords: injection moulding process; straight drilled cooling channels; conformal cooling chan-
nels; Response Surface Methodology (RSM); Glowworm Swarm Optimisation (GSO); Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA)

1. Introduction

The injection moulding process is fast, consisting of an autonomous operation and
consistent duplication quality. It is widely used in today’s modern moulding industry [1].
It comprises four main phases: filling, packaging, cooling and ejection. Nowadays, it has
become more difficult for the moulding industry to produce high quality moulded parts
while at the same time increasing the productivity rate, especially for small sized products
which are complex in shape [2]. Warpage is one of the common defects in the injection
moulding process which is difficult to eliminate [3,4]. It could occur due to an uneven
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temperature field which leads to the uneven rate of molecules that cool and shrink. It
may happen because of the complexity of product design and several other influencing
factors during the moulding process, such as moulding temperature, melting temperature,
type of plastic material used, injection and packing pressure, packing and cooling time
and definitely ambient temperature [5]. This type of defect results in uneven clearance
or malfunction during the assembly process [2]. However, it can be reduced by properly
setting the processing parameters [6]. So far, most mould making companies have relied
on the best and guess approach to seek for an ideal setting of processing parameters in
reducing warpage. This conventional technique may consume time and cost [7]. Today,
with advances in computer technology and simulation software, the optimisation approach
could be utilised in determining an optimum setting of processing parameters in a faster
way with appropriate accuracy [8]. Therefore, many researchers have proposed numerous
optimisation proposals to enhance the quality of moulded parts [9–13].

For instance, Chen et al. [9], introduced the systematic two stage optimisation ap-
proaches consisting of Taguchi’s method with an aid of Response Surface Methodology
(RSM) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). This research also utilized the hybrid Genetic Algo-
rithms with Particle Swarm Optimisation (GA-PSO) in determining the best length and
minimising moulded part warpage. The specimen was moulded from PBT-2100 plastic
material. Taguchi’s optimisation approach was employed to construct a set of Design of
Experiment (DOE). By using ANOVA, significant parameters contributing towards length
quality and warpage condition were identified. RSM was carried out as a first stage optimi-
sation work. Then, hybrid GA-PSO was utilised as a second stage optimisation to solve
the multi-objective parameter setting. Based on the two stage optimisation results, best
length obtained was 170.483 mm which is closest to the drawing specification (170.5 mm).
Warpage results have also been improved from 0.092 to 0.025 mm. However, this study
only focuses on the conventional straight drilled cooling channels.

Oliaei et al. [10], proposed the Taguchi’s method with an aid of the artificial neural
network (ANN) to minimise warpage and shrinkage of plastic spoon. The specimen was
moulded from three types of materials which are Polylactic acid (PLA), blended PLA with
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) and blended PLA with thermoplastic starch (TPS). A
simulation using Autodesk Moldflow software was carried out to predict the specimen
warpage and shrinkage condition. Next, DOE was constructed using Taguchi’s method
and tested by simulation work to determine the warpage and shrinkage results for each
DOE ran. By using ANOVA, the significant parameters affecting warpage and shrinkage
condition were defined. Lastly, ANN was established to obtain the optimised results. Based
on the ANN optimised result, warpage conditions are 1.367 mm for PLA, 0.4647 mm for
PLA-TPU and 0.6928 mm for PLA-TPS. On the other hand, shrinkage conditions are 7.025%
for PLA, 1.791% for PLA-TPU, and 2.728% for PLA-TPS. However, this study only focuses
on the application of optimisation on different types of materials as well as the conventional
straight drilled cooling channels mould without verification of experimental work.

Zhao et al. [11] utilised the sequential of Improved Efficient Global Optimisation
(IEGO) algorithm. In this research the Non-Dominated Sorting-Based Genetic Algorithm II
(NSGA-II) optimisation method has also been carried out. The objective was to improve
the quality of the moulded front shell of LCD TV moulded from ABS AF303 material.
The quality of this specimen was measured in terms of warpage, shrinkage, and sink
marks conditions. Firstly, DOE was constructed using Optimal Latin Hypercube sampling.
Next, each DOE result was determined using Moldflow analysis. Then, the mathematical
model was obtained by utilising the Kriging surrogate model. This mathematical model
was then used in IEGO and NSGA-II to obtain the optimised results. Based on the IEGO
results, warpage was reduced by 11.13%, shrinkage was reduced by 20.14% and sink mark
was reduced by decreasing the melt temperature and increasing the injection time setting.
Meanwhile, for NSGA-II optimised result, warpage was reduced by 14.66%, shrinkage
was reduced by 13.14% and no significant change was observed on sink mark results. As
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previously mentioned, this study only focuses on the application of straight drilled cooling
channels mould.

From the review that has been done, the quality of the moulded parts can be
improved by employing an optimisation approach [9–11]. Nevertheless, the optimisa-
tion application in previous studies only focused on straight drilled cooling channels
mould application [9–11]. Therefore, the use of optimisation in the conformal cooling
channels is still missing. To date, several researchers have examined the advantages
of conformal cooling channels. Most of the results showed enhanced efficiency of the
moulded part produced [14–16].

This can be exemplified in Saifullah and Masood [16], where they introduced the Bi-
Metallic Conformal Cooling Channels (BCCC). This cooling channel utilised a high thermal
conductive copper tube insert (CTI). Furthermore, polypropylene (PP) was used to mould
plastic canisters. ANSYS and Moldflow software were utilised to simulate the thermal
structure on the injection mould. From the simulation results, it was reported that, BCCC
with 2 mm CTI provides a superior design option compared to the conventional straight
cooling channels (CSCC). Then, experimental works were performed and results from
the experiment indicated that, the cooling stage duration is lesser compared to the CSCC.
Temperature variation was reduced from 10 ◦C to 8 ◦C and cooling time was reduced by
35% (from 8 s to 5 s) using BCCC as compared to CSCC.

Park and Dang [15], proposed the use of insert with spiral conformal cooling channels
to cool thicker walls area. This cooling channel was developed using selective laser melting
(SLM) technology. A car door panel with varying thickness was used as a moulded part
specimen. To determine the heat distribution on the moulded part and cavity surface, 3D
modelling and formulation of cooling process were established. Then, conformal cooling
channels were designed with verification of Moldflow analysis. Based on the simulation
results, the spiral conformal cooling channel provides better temperature distribution with
average temperature which was lower as compared to the original cooling channels with
baffles. In addition, cooling time was also reduced by 23% (from 39 to 30 s) when using
this conformal cooling channel.

These previous studies proved that most of researchers only focused on designing the
conformal cooling channels to reduce the cycle time duration per say [15,16]. However, the
optimisation exploration in determining the optimal setting of processing parameters to
optimise the part quality moulded by conformal cooling channels mould is still missing.

On the other hand, the optimisation algorithm can be devided in two main categories
which are swarm intelligent based (e.g., Glowworm Swarm Optimisation) and evalutionary
algorithm based (e.g., Genetic Algorithm). The differences and purposes of these algorithms
are as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Glowworm Swarm Optimisation (GSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) comparison.

Item
Optimisation Algorithm

Glowworm Swarm
Optimisation, GSO Genetic Algorithm, GA

Year of develop 2005 1975
Optimisation approach Swarm Intelligent Evolutionary Algorithm

Purpose Find the local finest solution. Find the best among others

In addition, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is the optimisation approach that has been
explored by many researchers in the engineering field [9–13]. On the contrary, Glowworm
Swarm Optimisation (GSO) optimisation approach has gained lack of attention by previous
researchers in engineering field. Figure 1 shows the studies using GSO and GA for top
three fields from 2016 to 2020 based on the Scopus database.
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Figure 1. Studies for top three fields from 2016 to 2020 based on scopus database, (a) Glowworm Swarm Optimisation
(GSO), (b) Genetic Algorithm (GA).

In this study, Glowworm Swarm Optimisation (GSO) and Genatic Algorithm (GA)
will be utilised on conventional straight drilled and Milled Groove Square Shape (MGSS)
conformal cooling channels mould, while Response Surface Methodology (RSM) will be
carried out to obtain the mathematical model as objective function for GSO and fitness
function for GA. The main objective is minimising warpage on front panel housing moulded
from ABS. DOE will be constructed via Full Factorial Design (FFD) based on selected
processing parameters. It is then widened by adding a face-centered Central Composite
Design (CCD), which increases the importance of the model with minimal DOE executions.

Then, Autodesk Moldflow Insight 2013 (AMI 2013) simulation software is carried
out in obtaining warpage for each arrangement setting in DOE before the significant
parameters that influence warpage on the moulded part were defined through Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA). The mathematical model yielded was utilised in Glowworm Swarm
Optimisation (GSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimisation approaches to decide on
the best parameters setting which reduced warpage on the specimen produced by both
straight drilled and MGSS cooling channels. After that, all parameters settings obtained
from simulation analysis and each optimisation approach will be verified through an
experimental work and the optimisations’ performances will be compared.

2. Methodology

Response Surface Methodology (RSM) which uses statistical methods can be classified
as a conventional optimisation method. Through RSM, the correlation between indepen-
dent parameters and dependent response either on two or three-dimensional hyperbolic
surfaces can be illustrated [17]. In addition, mathematical response function of second
order polynomial model was obtained in this study and was carried out in GSO and GA
optimisation approaches. The simulation studies collected essential data for the develop-
ment of the response model [18,19]. The flowchart of RSM used in this study is presented
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) flowchart.

2.1. DefiningVariable Parameter and Range

The temperature of coolant, cooling time, packing pressure and melting temperature
were chosen as independent parameters in this study due to noteworthy impacts on the
warpage condition [9,12,13]. The range of each parameter for cooling channels is presented
in Table 2. Value of the range for each independent parameter was determined based on
the recommended material processing parameters and simulation studies.

Table 2. Variable parameters and levels.

Type of Cooling Channels Factors
Level

Minimum Maximum

Both Coolant temperature, A (◦C) 25 65
Both Melt temperature, B (◦C) 220 240
Both Packing pressure, C (MPa) 39.2 62.5

Straight drilled cooling channels Cooling time, D (s) 22.5 30
MGSS conformal cooling channels Cooling time, D (s) 9.5 12.5

2.2. Performing DOE

Next, the Full Factorial Design (FFD) and the additional four center points were chosen
to screen the model together with the main parameters that affect the warpage condition
via Design Expert 7.0 software (Stat-Ease Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). By extending DOE
using face centered CCD, the curvature of the tabulated warpage condition was analysed.
Subsequently, 30 series with defined condition have been produced. All the DOE series
were customary in AMI software to assess warpage values on the moulded part for both
types of cooling channels.
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2.3. Conducting Simulation Analysis

Injection moulding simulation analysis has been carried out via AMI 2013 (CAE
software) to determine warpage state on front panel housing moulded for automotive
application. It has an average thickness of 2.5 mm, moulded using ABS Toyolac 700-314
material grade produced by Toray Plastics (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd., Prai, Penang, Malaysia
using straight drilled and MGSS cooling channels moulds as presented in Figure 3. ABS
material was chosen due to its application in automotive industry which represents the
current trend of moulded products in the market [20]. The 3D data of moulded part, gating
system and cooling passages were designed and imported into AMI software (Autodesk
Moldflow Insight 2012, Moldflow, Melbourne, Australia) to be meshed. To enhance the
reliability of simulation results, the P20 steel mold insert and the 80 tonne injection molding
(Nissei NEX1000, Nissei Plastic Industrial Co., LTD., Minamijo, Japan) specification were
configured in the software. Afterwards, Cool (FEM) + Fill + Pack + Warp analysis was
carried out to assess the warpage value for all series generated by DOE.
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conformal. cooling channels.

2.4. Performing RSM Regression Analysis

All warpage values determined by simulation studies were utilised in RSM regression
analysis. The mathematical model that expresses the correlation between the independent
parameters and the response will be obtained through regression analysis via Design
Expert 7.0 software. This investigation was executed via second order polynomial regres-
sion model.

2.5. Performing Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

After that, the results were analysed via ANOVA to determine whether the regression
models are statistically significant or vice versa by defining the probability value for both
straight drilled and MGSS cooling channels. By executing the similar analysis, the main
influencing parameters that affect the warpage condition will be identified.

3. Glowworm Swarm Optimisation

The GSO operators, also known as glowworms, carry an amount of luminescence
called luciferin [21–23]. Each glowworm uses a proportional artificial luciferin to transfer
the relevance of its present location by assessing its neighbours’ reliance on the objective
function. The neighbourhood is decided based on the range of radial sensors. By selecting
a neighbour via probabilistic component, each glowworm will move towards its neighbour
which has much higher luciferin as it is attracted to neighbours who glow brighter than its
own. In simple words, the glowworm will be attracted to the brighter neighbour. As a final
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point, the development of glowworms swarms formed depends on the nearby data and a
specific neighbouring interaction to generate multiple multimodal function [21,23].

In this study, the GSO was used to optimise processing parameters of the moulding
process for the two types of cooling channels based on the RSM mathematical models.
MATLAB R2014a software was used to perform the GSO approach. The flowchart of GSO
used in this study is presented in Figure 4.
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3.1. Determining Mathematical Model Function Phase

Mathematical model generated in RSM analysis has been used as a model function
in GSO analysis. Warpage has been set as formulated objective function to be reduced as
much as possible.

3.2. Initialisation of Glowworms’ Parameters Phase

In this study, the injection moulding parameters were selected as initial glowworms’
parameters. The range of each parameter will enable the creation of the solution space in
GSO analysis. At this point, the maximum iteration and initial glowworms population size
have been set based on the conditions of this study to spread the GSO agents randomly in
the solution space. For both cases of cooling channel designs, the number of glowworms
and iteration used in this study has been set at 30 and 50 respectively.

3.3. Initialisation Glowworms’ Solution Phase

In the first step of the solution, the luciferin value and sensor range were the same for
each glowworm. In this study, the initial luciferin value (lo), luciferin enhancement constant
(γ), beta (β), step size (s), luciferin decay constant (ρ), neighborhood range, ri

d(t) and
parameter used to manage the neighbours number (nt) were customised based on the basis
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of the optimal setting of GSO control parameter. Thus, the optimal setting of controlled
parameters for both types of cooling channels design are: β = 0.08, ρ = 0.4, γ = 0.6 and
ri

d(t) = 3 [23].

3.4. Updated Glowworms’ Luciferin Value Phase

At the initial phase, the luciferin value of each glowworm was the same as previously
mentioned. Subsequently, due to the predisposal by the current location objective function
value for each luciferin, the value of luciferin has been modified. The luciferin will be
modified based on Equation (1) to obtain the updated luciferin value;

li(t + 1) = (1− ρ)li(t) + γJi(t + 1) (1)

where, li(t) is the level of luciferin for glowworm i at time t, ρ is the decay constant for
luciferin (0 < ρ < 1), and Ji(t) representing the objective function at agent i’s location at
time t [23].

3.5. Updated Glowworms’ Movement Phase

In this phase, the probabilistic mechanism was used to move each glowworm that
contained less luciferin value to its neighbour that has higher luciferin value. If agent i was
moved towards agent j, the probability of movement can be estimated using Equation (2):

Pij(t) =
lj(t)− li(t)

∑k∈Ni(t) lk(t)− li(t)
(2)

where, li(t) is the luciferin value for glowworm i, d(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between
agent i and j [22,23].

At that point, Equation (3) can be used to estimate the movement of glowworm i:

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + s

[
xj(t)− xi(t)
‖xj(t)− xi(t)‖

]
(3)

where s is the size of step [23].

3.6. Updated Glowworms’ Local Decisions Range Phase

From this updated glowworms’ local decisions range phase, a set of optimal variable
parameter in injection moulding process which depends on the input range has been
obtained to achieve minimal warpage condition. This phase was used in multimodal
functional landscape to assess multiple peaks. In each iteration, the local decision domain
must be updated when the number of neighbours changes by using the rule as expressed
in Equation (4):

ri
d(t + 1) = min

{
rs, max

{
0, ri

d(t) + β(nt − |Ni(t)|)}
}

(4)

where ri
d(t + 1) is glowworm local decision domain of i at iteration of t + 1, β is the

constant parameter (that affects neighbour domain change rates) and nt is the threshold
(that controls the number of neighbours) [22,23].

4. Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a smart manipulation via random investigation utilized
in optimization complications [24]. It replicates the nature opposition procedure where
better fitness will take over the weaker fitness as mentioned in Darwin’s Theory [24].
In GA, selection, crossover and mutation are important operators that need to be given
attention [24]. These operators can be divided into three phases. First, in the selection phase,
the chromosomes are selected as parents. Next, new chromosomes have been created based
on the combination of selected gene for both parents in the crossover phase. Afterwards,
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the chromosome’s bit number is flipped at random location in the mutation phase. Then,
the chromosomes are evaluated using certain fitness criteria in order to select the best
fitness and discharge the others. The optimum solution which is lowest warpage value is
determined after the process is repeated until the best fitness chromosome was obtained.

In this study, a set of optimal processing parameters in injection mouding process
was obtained in order to minimise warpage of the moulded part using GA optimisation
method. The result will be compared with RSM and GSO optimization methods. Second
order RSM mathematical model was used in GA and GSO optimisation method. This type
of optimisation approach is quite popular in injection moulding studies. Therefore, the
performance of this optimisation approach will be investigated in this study. The analysis
of GA was carried out using MATLAB R2014a software and the flowchart of GA is shown
in Figure 5.
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4.1. Determining Mathematical Model Function

The mathematical model function used in GA analysis was obtained using the RSM
analysis. This model has been used in GA as an objective function. Warpage of the moulded
part has been taken as formulated objective function of this study.

4.2. Initial Calculation Phase

In this stage, injection moulding parameters as well as the range of each parameters
were set as input parameters for initial calculation in GA. The preliminary population
size, generation number, crossover probability, mutation probability and bit number of
each variable were set based on the condition of this study. The GA agents (which are
chromosomes) will be created randomly in the solution space after each variable has
been set. In this study, population size, number of generations, crossover probability and
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mutation probability have been set to 50, 23, 0.40 and 0.01 respectively [25]. Furthermore,
the bit number for each variable has been set.

4.3. Selection Phase

The first operator applied on each population occurs in this phase. During this phase,
the parent will be built from chromosomes that are selected from the population. This
parent will be applied for the crossover phase. The fitness of chromosomes was a criterion
for chromosomes selection. The best chromosomes would be able to survive and generate
new generation as mentioned in the Darwin Theory [25,26].

4.4. Crossover Phase

Crossover occurs throughout the entire evolution process based on crossover proba-
bility setting. In this phase, a new chromosome (offspring) has been produced based on
the combination of selected genes from parent chromosomes. The goal of this phase is
to generate a new chromosome. The new chromosome that has been developed should
be better compared to their parents. The best characteristics of each parent will produce
better chromosomes.

4.5. Mutation Phase

In this phase, mutation will help the population to avoid becoming stagnant in the
solution space. This phenomenon is a crucial part in GA. Mutation probability setting
was used to sustain genetic diversity from one generation to the next generation of a
chromosome’s population. From its initial solution, mutation will modify either single
or more gene rates in a chromosome. The totally new gene rates can be produced after
modifying the previous gene rates in the chromosome. The new gene rates chromosome
will be added in the gene pool. The GA is able to find better solution compared to the
former solution using the new generated gene rate.

4.6. Evaluation of the Fitness

In the population, the fitness (quality) of respective chromosome will be analysed in
this phase. Each gene has a probability to be found in the gene named as fitness function.
For instance, in the population, the fitness function f (x) is assessed for the respective
chromosome x. Then, the greatest gene was selected in the selection phase and the other
less fit genes will be omitted using the fitness value of quality result. The process is
repeated to find the greatest fitness which is the optimum solution of a chromosome as has
been determined.

5. Results and Discussions
5.1. Simulation Results

DOE results (constructed using FFD and supplemented with face centered CCD) for
straight drilled and MGSS cooling channels are presented in Table 3. Based on the results,
values of warpage are tabulated for each series of parameters specification in the DOE. The
identified variable parameters setting for each series have been simulated via AMI 2013
software. The maximum warpage condition for both straight drilled and MGSS cooling
channels are 0.305 mm and 0.160 mm respectively, and the minimum warpage condition
are 0.150 mm and 0.090 mm respectively. This shows that the warpage and cooling time
for MGSS cooling channels have beed improved even though the optimisation has not yet
been applied. MGSS cooling channels contribute to faster heat transfer due to the cooling
channels design which follows the shape of the moulded part. In addition, its also provides
better thermal distribution that allows the improvement of the warpage condition [15].
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Table 3. Design of experiment (DOE) results for straight drilled and MGSS conformal cooling channels.

Standard
Order

Data
Source

Variable Parameters for Injection Moulding Simulation Response

Coolant
Temperature (◦C)

Melt Temperature
(◦C)

Packing Pressure
(MPa)

Cooling Time for
Straight Drilled (s)

Cooling Time for MGSS
Conformal (s)

Warpage for Straight
Drilled (mm)

Warpage for MGSS
Conformal (mm)

1

DOE

25 220 39.20 22.50 9.5 0.265 0.130
2 65 220 39.20 22.50 9.5 0.170 0.090
3 25 240 39.20 22.50 9.5 0.305 0.155
4 65 240 39.20 22.50 9.5 0.225 0.125
5 25 220 62.50 22.50 9.5 0.255 0.120
6 65 220 62.50 22.50 9.5 0.215 0.125
7 25 240 62.50 22.50 9.5 0.295 0.145
8 65 240 62.50 22.50 9.5 0.245 0.140
9 25 220 39.20 30.00 12.5 0.215 0.130
10 65 220 39.20 30.00 12.5 0.150 0.100
11 25 240 39.20 30.00 12.5 0.270 0.160
12 65 240 39.20 30.00 12.5 0.190 0.120
13 25 220 62.50 30.00 12.5 0.210 0.125
14 65 220 62.50 30.00 12.5 0.190 0.120
15 25 240 62.50 30.00 12.5 0.255 0.150
16 65 240 62.50 30.00 12.5 0.220 0.135

17

Centre

45 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.235 0.130
18 45 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.235 0.130
19 45 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.235 0.130
20 45 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.235 0.130

21

Axial

25 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.280 0.140
22 65 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.200 0.120
23 45 220 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.190 0.110
24 45 240 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.255 0.135
25 45 230 39.20 26.25 11.0 0.225 0.125
26 45 230 62.50 26.25 11.0 0.250 0.150
27 45 230 50.85 22.50 9.5 0.255 0.135
28 45 230 50.85 30.00 12.5 0.220 0.130
29 45 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.235 0.130
30 45 230 50.85 26.25 11.0 0.235 0.130
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5.2. Analysis of Variance Result

After warpage condition has been determined for each DOE run via simulation
analysis, ANOVA for FFD was performed for both cases. For straight drilled cooling
channels, ANOVA output shows that coolant temperature is the main influencing pa-
rameter towards warpage condition, as presented in Figure 6. This finding is consistent
with previous researchers who discovered that the same significant factor affects the state
of the warpage [27]. The next influencing parameters are melting temperature and the
cooling time. These findings are due to uneven shrinkage because the uniformity of heat
distribution is low in the mould insert which resulted in the uneven cooling conditions [28].
As stated by Subramanian et al. [29], the temperature variance in core and cavity surfaces
affect shrinkage condition. In addition, temperature variation that exists across the wall of
moulded parts causes each point to solidify at different times, which consequently lead to
higher shrinkage. This effect is more significant compared to the temperature variations of
the core and the cavity mould inserts [30]. This phenomenon will lead to either warpage or
residual stress. Nevertheless, these conditions also depend on the mechanical robustness
of the moulded part design as well. Packing pressure was found to be an insignificant
parameter influencing warpage. This indicates that the packing pressure range suggested
by the simulation analysis is sufficient in giving a specific amount of material volume [31].
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For MGSS cooling channels, ANOVA output defines melting temperature as the main
influencing parameter affecting warpage condition. This finding is consistent with previous
studies on straight drilled cooling channels, where melting temperature was found to have
significant effect on flowrate and curing time of molten plastic which affect the warpage
condition [32–34]. The next influencing parameter is coolant temperature. Both packing
pressure and cooling time indicated less influence towards warpage condition, as presented
in Figure 6.

Furthermore, these findings have proven that the application of MGSS conformal
cooling channels would provide better thermal distribution in the mould. This can be
justified where coolant temperature was a less influencing parameter towards warpage
condition, similar to the straight drilled cooling channels. This is caused by the design
strategy of MGSS conformal cooling channels, which aided the moulded part to cool and
shrink evenly.
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5.3. RSM Regression Analysis Result

After defining the significant factors affecting warpage, RSM regression analysis via
face centered CCD was performed. Based on the ANOVA results, the calculated F value
was greater than the tabulated F value in both cases and this condition indicates that the
mathematical models obtained via regression analysis were noteworthy [35].

According to the regression analysis via Design Expert 7 software, coefficient of
determination, R2 that corresponds to the model was 0.9755 as shown in Table 4, while the
adjusted coefficient of determination was 0.9662, which indicates that the regression model
for straight drilled cooling channels was notable [36,37].

Table 4. ANOVA of response surface model for straight drilled cooling channels.

Sum of
Squares

Degree of
Freedom,

df
Mean

Square
F-Value

(Calculated)

Coefficient of
Determination,

R2

Adjusted Coefficient
of Determination,

RA2

F-Value
(Tabulated)

Sum of Square
Regression,

SRR
0.0343 8 0.0043 104.5296 0.9755 0.9662 2.4205

Sum of Square
Error, SSE 0.0009 21 4.098 × 10−5

Total 0.0351 29

On the other hand, the regression analysis for the MGSS cooling channels showed
that the coefficient of determination R2 corresponding to the model was 0.9431, while, the
adjusted coefficient of determination was 0.9249, as shown in Table 5. The variance in the
coefficient of determination between both cooling channels is due to the irregular fluctu-
ation of the warpage results, where MGSS cooling channels showed a greater variation
associated with straight drilled cooling channels [36,37].

Table 5. ANOVA of response surface model for MGSS conformal cooling channels.

Sum of
Squares

Degree of
Freedom,

df
Mean

Square
F-Value

(Calculated)

Coefficient of
Determination,

R2

Adjusted Coefficient
of Determination,

RA2

F-Value
(Tabulated)

Sum of Square
Regression,

SRR
0.0059 7 0.0008 52.0447 0.9431 0.9249 2.4638

Sum of Square
Error, SSE 0.0004 22 1.611 × 10−5

Total 0.0062 29

These regression models for warpage toward related parameters have been established
for both cooling channels as expressed in Equations (5) and (6) respectively (A-coolant
temperature; B-melting temperature; C-packing pressure, and D-cooling time). These math-
ematical model functions (Equations (5) and (6)) are utilized in GSO and GA optimisation
methods as the fitness and objective functions.

Straight Drilled Warpage = −0.43−
(
5.323× 10−3 A

)
+ (0.039B) +

(
4.012× 10−3C

)
−
(
7.03× 10−3D

)
+
(
4.694× 10−5 AC

)
+
(
5.417× 10−5 AD

)
−
(
2.414× 10−5BC

)
−
(
7.77× 10−5B2) (5)

MGSS Warpage = −4.389−
(
2.137× 10−3 A

)
+ (0.039B)−

(
2.586× 10−3C

)
+
(
3.219× 10−5 AC

)
−
(
1.609× 10−5BC

)
−
(
8.065× 10−5B2)+ (5.11× 10−5C2) (6)

Furthermore, Equations (5) and (6) were used to determine the warpage prediction
values. The results from mathematical response function showed that, these models could
predict warpage value with realistic precision for both cooling channels as shown in
Figure 7. Moreover, the result showed that warpage was decreased when utilising MGSS
conformal cooling channels in each DOE series.
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5.4. Optimised Results Based on Simulation Analysis

To obtain the best warpage conditions, the injection moulding processing parameters
must be optimally adjusted. Utilising the RSM, lowest warpage value obtained through
the polynomial model, with the optimum configuration of parameters yielded the lowest
warpage condition. Moreover, the GSO and GA algorithms were executed to define an
optimal parameter setting. The algorithm was executed on four selected parameters
through the mathematical model gained from RSM in both GSO and GA approaches.
Optimised results using RSM, GSO, and GA are summarised and presented in Tables 6
and 7 for straight drilled and MGSS conformal cooling channels respectively. Based on the
results, GA optimisation approach recorded the minimum warpage value compared with
other optimisation approaches for both cooling channels, followed by the RSM optimisation
approach and finally the GSO approach with respect to the recommended configuration,
which was obtained through the simulation analysis for both cooling channels. In addition,
MGSS conformal cooling provided less cooling time and better warpage results compared
to straight drilled cooling channels due to better thermal distribution in the mould.

Table 6. Recommended simulation results versus optimised results using Response Surface Methodology (RSM), GSO and
GA for straight drilled cooling channels.

Factors Recommended
Simulation Results

RSM Optimised
Results

GSO Optimised
Results

GA Optimised
Results

Coolant temperature, A (◦C) 45.00 64.90 63.60 64.99
Melt temperature, B (◦C) 230.00 220.49 220.69 220.00

Packing pressure, C (MPa) 50.61 40.78 45.20 39.20
Cooling time, D (s) 26.92 29.95 25.03 30.00

Warpage, (mm) 0.240 0.148 0.176 0.143

Improvement percentage (%) 38.33 26.67 40.42

Table 7. Recommended simulation results versus optimised results using RSM, GSO and GA for MGSS conformal cooling channels.

Factors Recommended
Simulation Results

RSM Optimised
Results

GSO Optimised
Results

GA Optimised
Results

Coolant temperature, A (◦C) 45.00 65.00 63.52 65.00
Melt temperature, B (◦C) 230.00 220.00 220.61 219.89

Packing pressure, C (Mpa) 50.61 39.45 54.57 39.23
Cooling time, D (s) 11.95 10.95 12.35 12.50

Warpage, (mm) 0.130 0.094 0.108 0.0936

Improvement percentage (%) 27.69 16.92 28
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5.5. Experimental Work Results

Injection moulding of the specimen was conducted experimentally to validate the
warpage condition in real situation and was compared to the simulation and optimisation
studies. 80 Tonne, Nissei NEX1000 injection moulding machine had been used to mould
the specimen by using straight drilled and MGSS conformal cooling channels moulds as
presented in Figures 8 and 9 respectively.
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The specimens were produced using recommended settings from simulation
studies for RSM, GSO and GA as shown in Tables 6 and 7. The warpage on 10 specimens
for each recommended parameter setting was measured using Mitutoyo Coordinate
Measuring Machine (CMM) after being stored for 48 h at room temperature (21 ◦C to
25 ◦C) according to the BS EN ISO 291 standard. In this study, the measuring point as
shown in Figure 10 was measured to obtain the warpage condition in x and y directions
on each moulded specimens. Equations (7) and (8) as expressed below were utilized to
obtain the maximum warpage in x and y directions respectively:

Max. warpage in x direction = Max. value o f (A dimension) − (B dimension)
or

(C dimension) − (B dimension)
(7)

Max. warpage in y direction = Max. value o f (D dimension) − (E dimension)
or

(F dimension) − (E dimension)
(8)
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Figure 10. Moulded specimen (front panel housing) with measuring point, (a) upper view, (b) front view, (c) side view.

The results obtained from experimental works were in line with the results obtained
from the optimisation work based on simulation studies, where it was proven that the
recommended processing parameters setting based on optimisation approaches using
RSM, GSO and GA have optimised warpage as compared to the recommended processing
parameters setting based on simulation work as presented in Tables 6 and 7. The warpage
condition on the front panel housing from the experimental works using straight drilled
and MGSS conformal cooling channels is tabulated in Table 8. However, there is a slight
variation in terms of warpage value recorded for simulation and experimental results. This
is due to the fact that some parameters in the simulation software have not been considered,
for instance, the heat transfer between mould cavity and mould base plate [38].

In addition, results from the GA optimisation approach showed better warpage
condition for both types of cooling channels as compared to GSO approach, even though
both of these optimisation approaches used the same mathematical model generated from
RSM. This is because GA is an Evolutionary Intelligence (EI), generates a new chromosomes
population which provided a better solution from the previous one by using crossover
and mutation operators and assisting GA to jump the discontinuity in the search space
and leading to a better exploration compared to the GSO approach [39]. On the other
hand, GSO is Swarm Intelligence (SI) based which tends to become inefficient due to high
redundancy and has no central control. In addition, GSO algorithm has a few weaknesses
such as low accuracy, slow divergence speed and easy to trap into local optimal solution.
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However, in certain cases, GSO approach might propose a better result compared to GA
depending on part design, type of material used and selected variable parameters [40].

Table 8. Average warpage results on the front panel housing based on experimental works for both straight drilled and
MGSS conformal cooling channels.

Simulation
Recommended Setting

RSM Recommended
Setting

GSO Recommended
Setting

GA Recommended
Setting

Average warpage result
for straight drilled

cooling channels (mm)
0.375 0.260 0.305 0.253

Average warpage result
for MGSS conformal

cooling channels (mm)
0.205 0.160 0.190 0.158

Improvement
percentage using MGSS

conformal cooling
channels mould as

compared to straight
drilled cooling

channels mould (%)

45.33 38.46 37.71 37.55

6. Conclusions

This study aims to improve the quality of moulded parts. The objective of minimizing
warpage on the front panel housing was achieved using RSM, GSO and GA optimisa-
tion approaches for both straight drilled and conformal cooling channels moulds. The
conclusions from the results are as follows:

• The function of the mathematical model to forecast the warpage value with realistic
accuracy for both cooling channels can be obtained via RSM.

• For the straight drilled cooling channels mould: ANOVA results showed that the tem-
perature of the coolant is the superior influencing factor towards warpage, followed
by the melting temperature and the cooling time due to the uneven spread of heat in
the core and cavity inserts.

• For MGSS conformal cooling channels mould: Melting temperature is the most notable
factor affecting the warpage on the specimen, followed by coolant temperature, which
indicates that the temperature distribution in the core and cavity inserts are more
uniform as compared to the straight drilled cooling channels.

• The MGSS conformal cooling channels provide better warpage on the moulded parts
either before or after optimisation as compared to the straight drilled cooling channels.

• Based on the experimental results, the configuration setting recommended by GA
provides the most optimised warping compared to other optimisation approaches,
which had reduced warpage by 32.5% (from 0.375 mm to 0.253 mm) for straight drilled
cooling channels and 22.9% (from 0.205 mm to 0.158 mm) for MGSS conformal cooling
channels, followed by the RSM optimisation approach, which has reduced warpage by
30.7% (from 0.375 mm to 0.260 mm) for straight drilled cooling channels and by 22%
(from 0.205 mm to 0.160 mm) for MGSS conformal cooling channels. Lastly, the GSO
approach had reduced warpage by 18.6% (from 0.375 mm to 0.305 mm) for straight
drilled cooling channels and 7.3% (from 0.205 mm to 0.190 mm) for MGSS conformal
cooling channels.

Nonetheless, the results of the experimental works agree with the results of the
optimisation works, which are based on simulation studies, whereby conformal cooling
channels with an optimisation approach (in particular the GA optimisation approach) can
provide the best quality and productivity of moulded parts.
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